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Abst ract - -Th is  work deals with the modelling and control of a riderless bicycle (see Figure 1). 
It is assumed here that the bicycle is controlled by a pedalling torque, a directional torque, and by a 
rotor mounted on the crossbar that generates a tilting torque. 
In particular, a kinematic model of the bicycle's motion is derived by using its dynamic model. 
Then, using this kinematic model, a constraint point-to-point control problem is dealt with. (D 2006 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This work deals with the modelling and control of a riderless bicycle (see Figure 1). It is assumed 
here that  the  bicycle is contro l led by a pedal l ing  torque,  a d i rect iona l  torque,  and  by a ro tor  
mounted  on the  crossbar  that  generates  a t i l t ing  torque.  
Figure 1. Tile bicycle. 
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In particular, a kinematic model of the bicycle's motion is derived by using its dynamic model. 
Using this model enables one to deal with problems, like the one given below. 
Given two points rA = (XA, YA) and rB = (xB, YB) in the (X, Y)-plane, a set of constraints on 
the bicycle's motion, and a time interval [0, tl] , where 0 < t I '< o~ is given. Using the kinematic 
model, and the method of feasible commands, [1,2], a procedure for controlling the bicycle's 
motion is proposed, by which, 
(i) the motion of the bicycle is stabilized (that is, the plane of the bicycle's rear wheel is 
vertical to the horizontal plane), 
(ii) the point of contact between the bicycle's rear wheel and the horizontal plane, moves, 
during [0, tf], from rA to an e-neighbourhood f rB, 
(iii) during [0, tf], the bicycle's motion satisfies a set of given constraints, which will be shown 
later. 
The control of the motion of a riderless bicycle is dealt with in [3-5]. In [3], the bicycle's 
motion is controlled by a pedalling torque and a directional torque, and a point-to-point control 
law, which does not address the stabilization problem, is proposed. 
In [4], the bicycle's motion is controlled by a pedalling torque, a directional torque, and by a 
blade rotor which is mounted on the crossbar. There, by using successively two inverse dynamics 
transformatins a control law is proposed by which the bicycle's motion is stabilized and a point- 
to-point maneuver is performed. However, this control law is not valid if there are constraints 
on the bicycle's motion, and furthermore, the application of a blade rotor induces oscillations on 
the bicycle's motion. 
In [5], the bicycle's motion is controlled by a pedalling torque, a directional torque, and by 
a circular plate rotor which is mounted on the crossbar. There, by using an inverse dynamics 
control and the method of feasible commands [1,2], a control law is proposed, by which the 
bicycle's motion is stabilized, and a point-to-point maneuver, subjected to constraints on the 
bicycle motion, is performed. 
Furthermore, the application of a circular plate rotor does not induce oscillations on the bicy- 
cle's motion. Thus, to a large extent, this work is a continuation of [5]. 
2. DYNAMICAL  MODEL 
2.1. Pre l iminar ies  
This work deals with the modelling and control of the motion of a riderless bicycle as described 
above. The bicycle's wheels are rolling without slipping on the horizontal (X, Y)-plane. Let I, J, 
and K be unit vectors along an inertial (X, ]I, Z)-coordinate system. Denote by kl, 
kl = sin 0 cos ¢ I  + sin0 s inCJ  + cost?K, (1) 
a unit vector along the axis of the bicycle's rear wheel. Then, the vectors i0 and il, given by i0 
= ~00 and ii = (1 /s in0)~ are at all times in the plane of the rear wheel. Denote by aR, the 
radius of the rear wheel and by aF the radius of the front wheel. It is assumed here that 
(i) aR > aF; 
(ii) the crossbar (connecting points 1 and 2, see Figure 1) is always aligned along the vector 
i l .  
Also, let the vector k3 
k~ = sin 0 cos(¢ + 6) I + sin 0 sin(¢ + 6) J + cos 0 K, (2) 
describes a unit vector along the axis of the front wheel. Note that kl and k3 determine the 
geometric orientations of the rear and front wheel, respectively. Furthermore, define i03 = ~0 
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and i3 = (1/sin 8) ~¢.  Then, (il, i3) = cos 5. That is, 5 is the steering angle of the bicycle. Here, 
(a, b) denotes the inner product between vectors a and b. Following [5], the following vectors, 
iDR, JDR, iDF, and JOE, are defined 
IDR : COS 41 iO -t- sin 41 il, JDR = -- sin 41 io + cos 41 il, (3) 
which are Mways in the plane of the rear wheel, and 
iDF ---- COS 43 i03 + s in 43 i3, JDF = -- s in ~b3 ie3 -t- cos 43 i3, (4) 
which are always in the plane of the front wheel. Hence, (iDR,jDR,kl) is the set of body axes 
for the rear wheel, and (iDF,JDF, k3) is the set of body axes for the front wheel. 
Here, 41 denotes the angle of rotation of the rear wheel about its axis kl, and 43 denotes the 
angle of rotation of the front wheel about its axis k3. In this work the crossbar is treated, by 
approximation, as a simple bar. Thus, see [5], the set of body axes for the crossbar is given by 
(kl, i0, i 0.  The rotor is mounted on the crossbar with its axis along il. Denote by a, the angle 
of rotation of the rotor about its axis, and define the following vectors, 
i~ = cosak l  + sinaie, j~ = -s inak l  + cosai0. (5) 
Thus, it follows, [5], that the set of body axes for the rotor is given by (i~,j~, il). Thus, 8, ¢, 4~, 
5, 43 and a are playing here the following roles: 8 is the leaning angle of the rear wheel, that is, 
the angle between the rear wheel axis and the Z-axis, where for 8 = 7r/2 the plane of the rear 
wheel is vertical to the (X, Y)-plane; il represents the direction of the rear wheel, i3 represents 
the direction of the front wheel, 41 represents he angle of rotation of the rear wheel about its 
axis, 43 represents he angle of rotation of the front wheel about its axis, 6 is the steering angle, 
and a is the angle of rotation of the rotor about its axis il. Denote by rl, the center of the rear 
wheel, by ro the center of mass of the crossbar, by r2, the location of the directional control 
mechanism, and by r3 the center of the front wheel. Then, 
r l=x l I+y l J+aRs inSK,  ro=r l+Lo i l ,  r2 =r l  +L i l ,  r3 = r2 + Di03, (6) 
where Lo = Ilro - rill, L = Ilr2 - r111 and D = lir3 - r211, 0 < Lo < L. Hence, 
de. de. ( d8 d¢3 ) vo=vl -Lo -~J1 ,  v2=vl -L~- J1 ,  v3=v2+D -~/Tk3~---~--cosSia , (7) 
where 
dr i 
vi = d-T' i = O, 1, 2, 3, iv = - sin ¢~ I + cos ¢~ J, 
j~=cos¢~I+s in¢~J ,  u=l ,3 ,  ¢1=¢,  ¢3=¢+5.  (8) 
2.2. The Lagrangian Function 
The Lagrangian function [6,7], for the motion of the bicycle is given by 
£ : ]CRW "t- ]CCB q- ~CRO -H ~CST "Jv ]CFW -- ~, (9) 
where 
1 [{'dO"~ {/d¢~2 ] 1 (d41 de } 2 
 CRw-- L\dt ] + \d t /  sin~e 1-2 ID31 \ dt COS8 
1 [(dXl  (dyl  2 (ds  
+'~ mR \ dt ] + \--fF} + a2R \-dr) c°s2 8 , 
(lo) 
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which is the kinetic energy of the rear wheel, 
~CB =-~ Icm \ dt ] + IcBa -~ 
1 {dxo'~ 2 [dyo'~ 2 (dg) 2 ] 
+-~mcB \ dt ] +\  dt ] + a2 -~ c°s29 ' 
which is the kinetic energy of the crossbar, 
~RO = -~ IROl \ dt ] + IR03 -~ + dt ] ] 
1 
+-~ mRO \ dt ] + \ ' -~']  + a2 -~ cos 29 , 
which is the kinetic energy of the rotor, 
]CST = [ Is \d t ]  
1 ~dxl~ 2+ (dyl'~ 2+a2R {d0"12 ~ {dXl cos¢+ dyl z in¢)]  
+-~ ms \---~-] \ dt ] \ dt ] c°s20-2n~ \ dt --~ 
+2 ms \ dt ] ' 
which is the kinetic energy of the steering mechanism, 
]~FW = -2 ID13 --~ + -~ + dt J sin20 ~- "~ ID33 + + cos0 
1 [{dxa~ 2+ (dy3~ 2+a2F (dO) 
COS20 
+ mF Li dt } \ dt ] 
which is the kinetic energy of the front wheel, and 
)) = (mR aR + mCB aR + taRO aR + ms aR + mF aF) g sin 8, 
which is the potential energy of the bicycle. 
In equations (10)-(15), the following notation is used. 
mR denotes the mass of the rear wheel 
mass of the front wheel 
mass of the crossbar 
mass of the rotor 
mass of the steering mechanism 
moment of inertia of the rear wheel about iDR 
mF denotes the 
mCB denotes the 
taRO denotes the 
ms denotes the 
ID11 denotes the 
ID21 denotes the moment of inertia of 
ID31 denotes the moment of inertia of 
ICB1 denotes the moment of inertia of 
ICB2 denotes the moment of inertia of 
ICB 3 denotes the moment of inertia of 
IRol denotes the moment of inertia of 
IRo2 denotes the moment of inertia of 
IRo3 denotes the moment of inertia of 
Is denotes the moment of inertia of 
ID13 denotes the moment of inertia of 
ID23 denotes the moment of inertia of 
the rear wheel about JDR and 
the rear wheel about kl, 11)11 = ID21 
the crossbar about kl 
the crossbar about io, Icm = ICB2, and 
the crossbar about il 
the rotor about in 
the rotor about j . ,  IR01 = [R02, and 
the rotor about il 
the steering mechanism about i03 
the front wheel about iDF 
the front wheel about jDF, ID13 = ID23, and 
ID33 denotes the moment of inertia of the front wheel about k3 
Also, g denotes the gravitation acceleration constant. 
(i i)  
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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2.3. Nonholonomic Constraints 
The motion of the bicycle is subjected to the following nonholonomic and kinematical con- 
straints, 
[dO de d¢l ] dXl 
aR -~ sin0 cos¢+ -~- cos0 s ine+ -~-  sine - d---t- = 0, (16) 
[dO de d~01 ]dy  e 
aR -~ s in0sin¢-- -~-  cos0 cos¢- -~ cos¢ dt --0, (17) 
which are the nonholonomic constraints acting on the rear wheel, 
dO d¢3 d¢3 ] dx3 
a F ~-~ sin 0 cos ¢3 + ~ cos 0 sin ¢3 + T sin ¢3 dt - 0, (18) 
dO d¢3 d¢3 ] dy3 aF -~ sin 0 sin ¢3 -- ~ cos 0 cos ¢3 -- ~-  cos ¢3 d~- - 0, 
¢3 = ¢ + 6, which are the nonholonomic constraints acting on the front wheel, 
(19) 
dxo dxl de dyo dyl de 
- d'-T +~-L° -~ cos¢=0,  - d--{- +~-L° -~ s ine- -0 ,  (20) 
which are kinematical (geometric) constraints that follow from equations (7). From equations 
(16),(17), it follows that 
d¢ ] dO dO 
vl =-a /~ +~-  cos0 i l+aR~-~ s in0j l+aR~-~ cos0K, (21) 
and from (18), (19) it follows, 
[d~b3 d¢3 ] dO dO 
v3 =--aF L dt +--~- cos0 i3 + aF-~ sinOj3+aF-~ cos0K, (22) 
where 
i~=-s in¢~I+cos¢~J ,  j~=cos¢~I+s in¢~J ,  
and ¢; = ¢, and ¢3 = ¢ + 6. In a similar manner one has 
u = 1, 3, (23) 
[d¢1 de ] [ dO de] dO 
v2=-aR [ dt +d-t cos0 i l+  aR--~ sin0-L-d-- ~- j l+aR~/  cos0K. (24) 
By using the relation r3 = r2 + D i03 , D = aR - aF, the following equation is obtained, 
dO dCz ] 
vz=v2+D - -~ka+~ cos0i3 . (25) 
Hence, 
dO d¢3 0 {ia, i3)] (v3,i3) = <v2,i3) +D - -~ <k3,i3)+ -~-  cos 
Or, in explicit form, 
(26) 
-ap [ dt +~ cos0 =-aR +~ cos0 cos6 
- aR-~ s inO-L  s in6+D cosO. 
(27) 
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Equal:ion (27) can be written in the following form, 
where 
dO de d¢1 d5 d¢3 
O55~-~+~56-~-+aR- -~ cosh+ A58~- -aF - -~ ----0, (28) 
055 = aR sin 0 sin 5, 
~56 = --aF cOS 0 + aR COS 0 cOS 5 -- L sin 5 - D cos 0, (29) 
A~s = - (aF  +D)  cos0. 
Equations (16)-(20) and (28) constitute the nonholonomic and kinematical constraints for the 
motion of the bicycle. Equation (26) states that the tangential velocity of the front wheel rim 
must be equal to the linear velocity of the front wheel r im with respect to the ground. See a 
more simple problem, called the street vendor's cart, discussed by Hamel, [6]. It is shown in [5], 
that the seven constraints given by (16)-(20) and (28) are independent. 
2.4. The Lagrange Equat ions  
Denote by q, 
dq 
q = (xl, Yl, xo, YO, 0, ¢, ¢1,5, ¢3, x3, Y3, a) 1-, p = -d-~. (30) 
the vector of generalized coordinates of the motion dealt with here. Thus, the Lagrange equations, 
for the case of nonholonomic and/or kinematical constraints,[6-8], turn out here to be 
d (OL~ 0£- -F -LF  (c°nst) 
d-t \Opt /  Oqi i - -  ~ , i = 1,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,  10, 11, 12, (31) 
where F~, i = 1 , . . . ,  12 are the applied torques; F~ = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11; Fr = F¢,, the 
pedalling torque; Fs = Fa, the directional torque; and F12 -- Fa, the torque applied to the rotor. 
Thus, by using the results of [5], the following equations are obtained, 
d2 q t 
M(0, 6) ~ + h(q, p) = F', (32) 
where 
and 
d2a d20 
dt 2 = dt 2 + I~0 a f t ,  (33) 
/ ~7~55 /Tt56 m57 
777,66 7Yt67 
L m58 m6s m78 
h6 J q' ---- ¢1 
h = h7 ' 
hs 
m58 
77~68 
m78 
m88 
F ! ~ 1 
~RO3 
0 
0 ' 
0 
I°o 
L re  
-~55 I51 + I52 cos 2 0 + (tool  a~ +.~F a~- 2 -2 o = +a Ra  F I~3sin 26) sin 20, 
~n~6 = -aR  ira,1 + a~ 2 I ° sin 5 (D eos 0 - aR cos 0 cos 5 + L sin 5)] sin 0, 
m.  = a~ a~ 2 I ° sin 0 sin 5 cos 5, mhs = -a~ D a~ 2 I ° sin 0 s i .  5 cos 0, 
m66 =/66 + I641 sin 2 0 + (IDa1 + rn01 a2R) cos 2 0 + I ° (aF 1 'I%6 + COS0) 2, 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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rna7 = (IDa1 + too1 a~) cos 0 + ~56 aR a~ 2 I ° cos 6 + an a~ 1 I3°3 cos 0 cos 5, 
rr~68 = Is  + ID13 sin 2 0 + I ° D aF  2 cos 2 0 (D - aR cos  6) -I- L D aF 2 1 ° cos 0 sin 6, 
rO  2 -2  rnT~ = IDa1 + rno1 a2R + 1a3 a R a F cos 2 5, rots = --aR D a~ 2 I ° cos 0 cos 5, 
mss = Is  + Ima sin 2 0 + D 2 aF 2 I ° cos 2 0, 
I51 = IDl l  q- ICB3 ~- IR03 -I- IDI3, 
I 0 = 1D33 q- mF a2F, 
ml l  ---- ms L + (mCB q- taRO) Lo, 
I52 = (mR + rnCB + taRO + ms)  a 2 + rnF a2F, 
too1 = mR q- mS -k mCB -k taRO, 
/66 = Icm + IR01 + ms L 2 + (mcB + taro )  L20, 
/641 = ID11 + ID13. 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
By inserting 5 from the fourth raw of (32), and & from (33), into the first three raws of (32), the 
following equation is obtained, 
D12 D22 n2a  / + f2 = 0 -m68 m;  1 [ 'a  
Dla D2a Daa / ~1 f3 0 --m7s ms-s 1 I'5 
(47) 
or, in matr ix notation, 
D(0, 5) d2Q -~+f=Er ,  q = (0, ¢, ¢~)r, f = ( f l ,  f2, f3) T, r = ( r¢ l , r . , r~)  T, (48) 
where  
Du = ma5 -mg s ms-s 1 - IRoa, 
D12 = m56 - m58 m6s ross 1, (49) 
O13 = m57 - m5s m78 m8-81 , 
2 -1  
922  -= /D,66 -- ?Tt68 71t88 
-~ (50) D23 = rn,67 - m68 77~78 7"D,88 
2 -1  Da3 = Try77 - ?T~78 T1~88 
f l  = h5 - m5s ms--s 1 hs, 
f2 = h6 - m6s ms--s 1 hs, (51) 
fa = h~ - rnTs m~ hs, 
and det E = m6s ms-s 1. The functions h~, i = 5, 6, 7, 8, are given in the Appendix. 
2.5. The  K inemat ic  Mode l  
It is assumed here that for a proper set of parameters, there exists a number Drain > 0 such 
that  detD(0 ,6)  _> Drain for all relevant values of (0,5), see the Section 4 for more details. 
Henceforward, the discussion here is confined to such a set of parameters.  In this section, a 
procedure is described for the derivation of the kinematic model for the bicycle's motion. 
1. By introducing the following control law, 
E r = D(0, 5) u + f(q, p),  (52) 
where u = (Ul,U2,U3) T, then, for the domain determined by detE  > 0, equations (48) 
and (52) imply 
d20 d2¢ d2¢1 
dt 2 = ul ,  dt 2 = u2, dt 2 = u3. (53) 
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2. Choose the following law for Ul, 
~7 ~'  
where k~ 1) > 0, i = 1,2 are chosen such that the polynomial, 
s~)(~)  = s 2 + k~ ~) s + k~ ~), 
has its roots in the left-hand side of the s-plane. Thus, 
7r dkt~(t) 
9(t)  ~ -~ and dt---- ~ ~ 0, astute ,  
3. Choose the function u2 in the following manner, 
(54) 
(55) 
k= 1,2. (56) 
r~ = Ino3  u l  - B1. (64) 
Denote by re  the point of contact between the rear wheel and the plane, then 
rc  = r l  + aR ie, (65) 
where k~ 3) > 0, i : 1,2 are chosen such that the polynomial, 
f~3)(s) = s 2 + k~ 3) s + k~ 3>, (61) 
has its roots in the left-hand side of the s-plane. 
5. By using the first raw of equation (32), and equations (53), (54), (57), (59), and (60), the 
following equation is obtained, 
d2~ 
_ -1  (62)  dt 2 - - IRo  3 B1,  
where 
v~ = -u2  - k~ 3) d¢3 k~ 3) ¢3 + v2. (63) 
dt 
In addition, by using equations (33), (53), and (62), the following equation is obtained 
B1 -- m55Ul -~ m56 u2 ~ m57Vl +mssv5 ~-hs, 
• (2) d0 _ k~2) k~2) 
u2 = - ~1 ~ ¢ + ¢3, (57) 
where k~ 2) > 0, i = 1,2 are chosen such that the polynomial, 
S:(~)(s) = s ~ + k~ 2) s + k~ ~), (5s) 
has its roots in the left hand side of the s-plane. 
4. Denote u3 -- Vl, that is, 
d2¢1 
dt 2 - v l ,  (59) 
and let 5, which is a controlled variable be driven by 
d~ k~3) d~3 _ k~3) (60) 
dt 2 = -u2  - T ¢3 + v2, 
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where rl  denotes the center of the rear wheel, and rc  = xc  I + yc  J .  Hence, as follows 
from equations (16),(17) and the definition of i0, the following equations are obtained, 
dxc  d~l sin ¢, (66) 
dt - aR - j  
dyc d¢1 
dt - aR- -~ cos ¢. (67) 
In addition, equation (25) and the relation re3 = r3 + aF i03, where rc3 = xc3 1 + Yea J 
denotes the point of contact between the front wheel and the plane, imply 
dxc3 
dt 
(d¢1  de ) (dO de)  
- aR \ dt + "-~ cos 0 sin ¢ + aR --~ sin 0 - L -~- cos ¢ 
+(D + aF) --~-/ sin0 cos¢3--  T cos0 sin¢3 , 
(68) 
dt a R \--d~- + -d-[ cos O eos¢+ a R --d~ sin O - L -d- ~ s ine  
(69) (dO d¢3 ) 
-}- (D "t- af) ----~ sin 0 sin ¢3 + -~-  cos 0 cos ¢3 , 
Equations (53), (54), (57), (59), (60), (62), (63), and (66)-(69), constitute the kinematic 
model for the bicycle's motion. The functions vl and v2 will be determined later. 
3.  THE KINEMATIC  CONTROL PROBLEM 
Given two points in the plane rA = (XA, YA) and rB = (xB, YB), rA 7 t rB, and a time interval 
[0, ty], 0 < t I < co. The kinematic ontrol problem is: find a control vector v(t) = (vl (t), v2(t)) n-, 
for the kinematic model described above, such that 
1. 
if (xc(O) ,yc(O))= rA, then (xc ( ty ) ,yc ( ty ) )  will satisfy 
Ixs - xc(ty) l  < q and lYB -- yc(t f ) ]  <_ q ,  
whereas I¢(tf)-  ¢~1 < e2, 
2. during the motion, 
sin O(t) >_ D1, 
(7o) 
I¢1(t)1 <__ vo ,  V t  e [0 , t i l ,  (71) 
3. and 
f0 ~ < K~, (72) ~2(t) dt 
where 0 < e~ << 1, i = 1, 2, D1 > 0, L,o > 0, CD, and K~ > 0, are given numbers. 
The functions vl and v2 are determined by using the method of feasible commands, see [1,2] for 
example. 
Let To < "rl < "r2 < ..- < "rN-1 = t l  be a partition of [0, tf] such that r~+l - ~-i = Ac,  
i = 0 , . . . ,  N - 2. The functions vl and v2 are chosen here to be of the following form, 
vl(t) = Ai(t) ci + Bi(t) ci+l, t E [~-~,7-i+1}, i = 0 , . . . ,N -  2, (73) 
where 
v2(t) = Ai(t) cN+i + Bi(t) cN+i+l, t E [Ti,~-i+l], i = 0 , . . . ,N -  2, (74) 
Ai(t) - ri+l - t t - -ci , B~(t) = , i = 0 , . . . ,  N - 2. (75) 
Ac Ac  
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Define the following functions, 
(¢ - e) 
Co(¢,e) = o, 
(( + e) 
i f~> e, 
i f -e  <_~ <e,  
if ¢ < -e ,  
(76) 
{(¢  - D)  2, 
G1 (~, D) = 0, 
{ (~ - D)  2, 
G2 (~, D) = 0, 
Also, define the following cost function, 
i f¢>D,  
otherwise, 
i f¢<D,  
otherwise. 
(77) 
(78) 
J(c) : Jl(c) + 4(c) ,  (79) 
where 
J l (c)  = GO(XB -- xc( t f ) ,  q )  + Go(ys  - yc(t f ) ,  q)  + Go(¢(tf) ,  e2) 
+ ~o tf [ Gl([(bl(t)[,uo) + G2(sinO(t),D1)] dr. (80) 
(/o Y2(c) = 52(t) dt - K~ - v , (81) 
where v3 is a slack or a Valentine variable. See [9] for more details. The function J(c)  is a 
sum of penalty functions, incorporating the state constraints and the required goals. An element 
c ° = (cO,...  ,cON_t) E ~2N, for which J (c  ° )  = 0 is called a feasible command vector, and the 
control vector (vl,v2) induced by c ° via (73),(74) is called a feasible command strategy. Thus, 
once ul, (54), and u2, (57), and (Vl, v2), are applied on equations (53), (59), (60), (62), (63), and 
(66)-(69), then the conditions given by equations (70)-(72) will be satisfied. See [1,2]. However, 
in this work, instead of finding c ° ,  the vector c s°  which satisfies J l (c s°)  = 0, is looked for. For 
this reason, the values of K~ and v3 are not specified here. The computation of c s°  is conducted 
by solving an unconstrained minimization problem on ~2N. This is done by using an iterative 
gradient method on Jl(C) as described in [1]. Once, at some iteration, when the process yields 
J1 (c) = 0, then, the iteration process is stopped, and the resulting vector c E ~2N is called c s° .  
4. EXAMPLE 
The following example has been solved here: an = 0.4 m; aF = 0.2 m; L = 1. m; aRo = 0.25 m; 
as = 0.1m; Lo = 0.4m; mR = 4. Kg; mF = 2. Kg; taRO = 2. Kg; ms  = 1.Kg; mob = 1.Kg; 
c1 = O.l.aR m; e2 = 0.25.7r/180. tad; D1 = sin(Tr/4.); vo = 5.~an rad/sec. Here, aRO denotes the 
radius of the rotor, and as  is a parameter used in the computation of Is, that is, I s  = 0.5 ms a2s. 
Also, for this set of parameters, Drain = 3.67235387, where 
Dmi ,=min  detD(0 ,5 ) :0E  4 '  , 5e  -~, -~ , (82) 
Some of the results for the case: rA = (0., 0.), rB = (6.,--12.), t f  = 5.6sec; and N = 29, are 
shown in Figures 2-10. Also, in this case, 
f0 ts 52(t) dt = 0.101455101. (83) 
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
This work deals with the modelling and control of the motion of a riderless bicycle. The 
bicycle is controlled by a pedalling torque, a directional torque, and by a rotor mounted on 
the crossbar that generates a tilting torque. In this work, a kinematic model of the bicycle's 
motion is derived by using its dynamic model. Using this kinematic model, and the method of 
feasible commands, the point of contact between the bicycle's rear wheel and the plane performs 
a constraint point-to-point maneuver. 
In addition, by using the third and fourth raws of equation (32), respectively, and equations 
(53), (54), (57), (59), and (60), the following equations are obtained, 
F~I =- B3, F6 -- B4, (84) 
where 
B3 = m57 Ul -~- m67 u2 ~- 'm,77 Vl n u Trt78 v5 q- hT, (s~) 
B4 = ross  Ul + m6s  u2 + ro ts  v l  + m88 v5 + hs ,  (s6) 
and 
Ca + v2. (87) 
Equations (84) and (64), are obtained, as a by product of the kinematic model, derived above. 
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6. APPENDIX  
6.1. The Funct ions  hi, i = 5, 6, 7, 8 
In this section, the mathematical expressions for hi, i = 5, 6, 7, 8, are given. 
0L: a2  s in0 [(02 O + q~l  ] h5 = -2  I52 02 s ine  cosO-  -~ + mot  + ¢2) cos 
+a~1055 [ I  ° ~aa- ( I  ° +mFa2F)OqSa s ine]  (88) 
+m~ sine [(02 + (,~)~)cose+#~¢~], 
h~ = 20 sine ~ose [(I,,1~ + I~ - I~-  h ,~)~ + (I,,~ - ~D~) a] 
+0 sin O ( - / / )at  ¢1 - ID33 ~)a) - ms  L aR 02 cos O (89) 
-t- ID33 ~133 cose - O16 , 
h; = --ID31 0 ¢ sin O + aR (ml l  ¢2 _ 2 toO1 aR 0 ¢ sin 0) 
(90) 
+~.a7 ~ cosa [I ° ~ _ (±o + m~4)0& sine], 
hs = 2 0 Ca sin 0 cos 0 (Ira3 - /033) - ID33 0 ~)3 sin O 
+aF 1A58 [I  ° ~a3 - ( I  O +tuFa2)0¢3 s ine]  (91) 
+mF ~} cos o (~,~ - 2 0 & sin 8) + ,rD~ ~,~ cos 8, 
where 
016 = [ - ran ~)2 + 2aRm010q5 sin0] aR COS0 
+Lo (inc. + rare) aR ((02 + ~)  cosO + ~1] .  
-a~ 1 ~56 [I ° ~I'33 - (I ° +mFa~-)0¢3 sin0] (92) 
--mF a2F cos O (~I'3a -- 2 0 q~3 sin 0), 
~I'a3 = (1 + aF 1 D) ¢3 0 sin O - aR aF 1 (0 ¢ sin O cos 6 + q~ ~ cos O sin 6 + ¢1 ~ sin 6) 
(9a) 
+aR aF 1 (02 cos O sin 6 + 0 ~ sin O cos 6) -- L aF 1 ¢ ~ cos 6. 
Note that  
detE(e,6) ~ 1 as e ' 2 (94) 
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